Intraocular pressure evaluation in healthy eyes and diseased ones using contact and non contact devices.
To analyze and compare intraocular pressure (IOP) values measured in healthy subjects (HS), keratoconus (KC) patients and patients that underwent myopic photorefractive keratectomy (REF), using Goldmann applanation tonometry (GAT), dynamic contour tonometry (DCT), ocular response analyzer (ORA) and Corvis ST (CST). The study included 76 eyes of 76HS, 15 eyes of 15 KC patients and 18 eyes of 18 subjects that underwent REF. Each participant underwent a complete ophthalmic evaluation, IOP measurement with GAT, DCT, ORA and CST. HS showed a mean GAT value of 15.62±2.33 mm Hg, a mean DCT value of 17.44±2.51 mm Hg, a mean ORA value of 15.99±3.58 mm Hg and a mean CST value of 17.24±3.44 mm Hg. KC showed a mean GAT value of 15.07±1.83 mm Hg, a mean DCT value of 17.01±1.96 mm Hg, a mean ORA value of 13.58±2.99 mm Hg and a mean CST value of 14.37±1.89 mm Hg. REF showed a mean GAT value of 14.06±1.51 mm Hg, a mean DCT value of 15.12±2.34 mm Hg, a mean ORA value of 16.85±2.4 mm Hg and a mean CST value of 15.57±1.77 mm Hg. Our data suggest that ORA and GAT could be used interchangeably in HS; GAT, ORA and CST could be used interchangeably in KC patients and that GAT provides lower IOP values compared to the other devices in eyes previously submitted to myopic PRK.